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of greatest benefit to all the people. They
provide for expansion of business—retail,
wholesale, factory sections—in such parts of
town as shall be most convenient and least
objectionable; they determine where trans-
portation is needed; where streets and parks
shall be placed; how building's shall be con-
structed with respect to light, air and
sanitation.
Instances are at hand of cities which have
demolished miles of buildings in order to
work out new plans for streets, boulevards
and parks. Such radical steps were taken in
Chicago to afford egress from the crowded
"loop" district to residence sections. The
city of Washington took steps to halt ill-
advised development and to build hereafter
on plans proposed many years ago. San
Francisco, after the disaster of 1906, rebuilt
on scientific plans. The new capital city of
Australia, Canbarra, is being built according
to a plan completely outlined before con-
struction was begun.
CITJDAD JUAREZ, se oo dahd' hwah'ras,
mexico, a city in the state of Chihuahua, on
the Rio Grande, directly opposite the Texan
city of El Paso. Ciudad Juarez is situated
in a region that was a center of the border
disturbances in 1916, and on one occasion it
was the scene of an anti-American riot.
After the capture of Chihuahua city by Villa,
in November, 1916, Juarez was made the base
of operations of the Mexican government
forces. The city lies in a fertile farming and
stock-raising district, 3,800 feet above the
level of the sea. It is the seat of a Mexican
army post and the residence of a United
States consul. Population, about 7,000.
CIVET, siv'ety or CIVET CAT, an animal
resembling both the weasel and the fox, found
in North Africa and in Asia from Arabia to
Malabar and Java. It is from two or three
feet long and ten inches high, and of a grayish
color, tinged "with yellow and marked by
dusky spots in rows. Civets prey upon birds
and small animals, and they are also fond of
the eggs of the crocodile. The body of the
civet contains a pouch in which is found a
fatty substance which smells like musk.
This substance is used in making a valuable
perfume.
CIVIL DEATH, the extinction 'by law «oi
a man's rights as a citizen. A criminal -sen-
tenced to be executed suffers civil death as
soon as sentence is passed upon him. Ini-
^risonment fpr Jife is fa pff.ect si
 in New York state this condition is empha-
sized by the fact that a life sentence to
prison operates automatically as a divorce
of the condemned from his wife, if he is a
married man. Every tie that binds him to
the world is severed.
CIVIL GOVERNMENT, a term which
means a government in the control of its
citizens, from the Latin civis, meaning citi*
2en. This definition does not imply that all
citizens participate directly in the conduct
of affairs, foi that is manifestly impossible;
it means that the source of all power Is in
the people, and that they delegate actual con-
trol to representatives whom they choose for
this task. The basis on which such a gov-
ernment rests is a written instrument called
a constitution.
Civil government as it relates to the great
business of conducting affairs which pertain
to the entire United States is outlined in the
diagram accompanying this article.
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